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Co~inuing education 

Information technology (Information 's):sterh) refer's to 
the collection of products and services that turn data 
into useful, meaningful, accessible informatibn.4 

Information system 

fA . coiled/on' Of. computers, people, data and 
procedures that'work'together to produce information 
essenti(J1 to' running an' organi:ation makes' up an 

,Information system) 3 . . 

Th~information technology industry has several major 
facets: computer hardware, software, people, data a'nd 
procedures that work together to produce information 
ess(!ntial to service provision and in the running of an 
orgariiiati6'n. 

The application of new information technologies to 
dental practice, education, research, and management 
is caJledDental,1nfo~matics.4 ' 
Informatics is a formal discipline in an academic 
settIng and it is ,the' key tei health care organizations 
meeting their business goals. Informatics is also called 
information management, information science and 
information technology: The health Informatics 
emergency as a discipline is due to the growing 
awareness' that biomedical knowledge-' and patients' 
clinical information clm not be properly handled via 
traditional methods, and that the process of knowledge 
recovering and expert decisions made on the basis of 
that k~owledge are Tundamental to the niodernmedical 

'," . . '. 
science. 

Informatics,,~.i~tor~, . ..' 
-In, the', beginriing.' iriforrriationwasp'assed along by 
speech::"":" '~; 

-This w~s ';foll'ow'ect· by writing, which was first in 
picture form, and resulted in written script. 
-Art or .graphics was used to store and transmit 
infQrmatiori,. This'e~blved to the use 'of vocal 
recording, film and video: 
T~e nipid' de~elop:nient 'of the computer and 
c6mmunicatioils:'resulted in:a methodology for quick~ 
and ptolificc6ni~unicatfon of iri'fo~at~on.' Enter the· 
Infoimati'o,:,!' 'Age/iust'ilike' 'the i'ndustrial' revolution 
entered at ih{be'g'i!~nrrigot the 20th century:' .:;' ,:;.' 
',,' .> ,,'< r::I.'C'·,J!1:.: I;"~- " _:., "'rtr·.; .;~.J}.;;~':":" 

"IM&,T';'(irif6hBatid~i Ma'~agemerii 'and:Techn'6Idgy') :is: 
a term "whl~W:;t6hr~::th~"use 'and;ifu'iinageriienC'Of' 
i nfo~mat'ion ~Ug~' ~iri forii1~tloii'systems'.r: tHis ia!'':prres to: 

. '" . . i ; r· \r' ~ ~! 'I', ,\,,,"'." '.' .. , ":' • :.. ; . . 

organized sysre'riis ,cof all forms, whethe()Das~d' :-on 
human endeavor" paper methods or informaH6n·' 
tec~nology. ~;'hl;rgmagin'g' 'electron'ic ·::'wdd(ji.;6ffers 
enormous benefits to orgilnizations '6riin'typ'e~:':-'~:n " 
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'Dental Informatics' is' a relatively new .field "that:,has, 
significant potential for supporting clinicaLcare.5 

MQ,SL 

dentists· are "unaware of what dental Informatics is, 
what its goals are, what it has achieved and how they" 
can get involved in it. Dental Informatics can assist 
with strategic planning, setting goals and objectives;' 
and'·decisibn making, 'with regard to. management 
applications in 'dental practices, computer labs', '. 
simulations; equipment, and more. Modern informati.on 
management technology is slowly making its·way into 
every corner of dentistry. 

In many parts or the developed world"Informatics and 
:the use of computer-based tools' and resources are now 
an integral part of progressive dental schools and 
dental clinics. 'Innovations within the ,ind,ustry, 
particularly with Internet, Internet'and,network based 
computing, hold exciting new opportunities for dental 
professionals, faculty, staff and students to support 
educationat and patient care processes .. 

To respond proactively to the digital transformation of 
oral health care, dental professionals must become 
fami liar with its technologies and concepts. They must 
rearn what new· 'information, technology can do for 
them and their patients and then develop creative 
applications that promote :the profession and their 
approaches to 'care: I Dental Informatics requires one to 
have basic knowledge about computer systems, how tq 
organize information about a clinical problem. how to 
understand the system theory behind' inl'ormation 
system applications, !lnd how to evaluate special dental 
appl ications. 

An understanding 'of the principles of Information 
.. technology is now as, essential . to the delivery of, 

effective healthcare as :is' knowledge ,of grammar to the 
production . of .. effective written communication 
(Stephens \999). Bauer, Brown and Zimnik (1998) 
have identified the technological f'oundations" far 
Informatics: 

• 'Computers; offering immediate access. ··1.0 

unprecedented computational power 
.·Networks; the combination; of information and 

telecommunication" technologies (leTs) which 
'0, : 8:11 ow information 'systems to'be'bui It and operated :, 
"in'new<ways .. :';,," .<:', 

• :,,' nigitiiation, the process, 'or,t~ansf'orming ,real-, 
f;woi'\<Fdat'a'into computet: language : ,', 

This presentation aims to: . ,-<? .. ) 
.;.~Jd.~~~~e u~'on C~mplJfer,andl~ter.net'ifmTnol~y, 

00 ' 'easmg' apprehenSion about the 'subJect matter' ' .. 
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Continuing education 

• 
• 

Briefly introduc,e, us into the ,word of somputers , 
Allow us to deyelop l! ,eom.tort zone wr~~, using 
the Internet ',', ." ' , 

• ' Highlight on" techniques for d~'in'g~: ~ffecti~e 
searches (research) for WWW-based m'aterial 
related to dentistry" , ',' , 

Show practice manageme~t modalities 'available 
online ' , 

• 

• Elaborate use of E-mail to communicate with 
patients, and E-presentations ~s an aid in b~lstering 
case acceptance 

• Show features that can be included in a dental 
office website 

." . Show .to qi~tribute information <?n their local 
computer network 

Computf!rs 

History of Computers in Dentistry 
The Lise of compu\ers ingental education and practice 
goes back to the mid 1960's 'when they were used for 
specific and limited tasks ir" the administration of 
dental schools and large dental practices. An ~arly 
educational use was in the marking and collating of 
mUltiple choice,examimitions in some universities. The 
widespread availability of both the ft..pple and PC 
computers in the early 1980's changed .the emphasis 
and role of the computer and hence the relationship 
,dentists had with them. The dentists became 
empowered at the. expense, of the so-called computer 
expert. The hypothesis .that dentists, in, all disguises, 
are "gadget mad" and were a natural group to become 
computer enthusiasts will be explored. This has 
resulted in dentistry being in the forefront' of the 
development of computer uses in universities and 
dental practice was ~head of medical practice in both 
administrative and !in office/surgery' functions. I'n 
recent years, howev~r, the lead has been eroded and 
there is now very li~tle innovation that is specifically 
dental and we ar~ using and adapting existing 
techniques, hardware and software or sharing 
developments in order to reduce escalati,ng. costs. 
Dentistry in all its many facets is not considered either 
different enough or a big enough market, to .be 
separately developed. 

What is a computer anyway? 

A computer is a device or a tool, whi~h acceptsda;il in 
one form· and .processes it to produce data or 
information in another form (i.e. in a more intelligible 
form). In other words a computer is a,machine whi~h 
stores and manipulates data in a logical ma~ner. 

Types of computers 
Microcomputers 

;', ; 
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Desktop C.omputers-
Smail' enough 'to 'fiton:'~ table yet ,too big to carry 
around. Two categories: Perso~al Computers . 
Workstations 

Portable 'C9mputers: . ,," , 
Small enough ane! .light enough tomo~e easily from 
one place to an~ther. fou'r categ~rf~s; Laptops, 
Notebooks, Subn,otebooks, PersonaL Digital Assistants 
(PDA) '. ' 

Minicomputers 
Midrange. fall between microcomputers and 
mainframe compute~s 

Mainframe computers 
Large computers occupying specially wired, air 
conditioned rooms: Great, processing speed and data 
storage. In Large organi:z;ations-Universities. 
businesses, banks etc. ' , ' 

S u percom pu ters 
Most powerful type. Special,h'igh~2apacitY com'puters 
used ~y large organizations e.g.'NASA .. " " 

" ',.'." ;.' ... . . . ",.' 

Hardware 

Computer 'har(Jw'are:,s the physical' equipment or 
machinery that constitute a serviceable part. The 
hardware consists of the equipment: Keyboard, mouse. 
monitor, system unit,' and qther devices. Hardw'are' is 
controlled by software. It actually processes the data to 
create informiltioi1: . .', 

Comprises of the: 

• Monitor 

• Console - also called'the system unit or CPU 

• Motherboard:-.contains microprocessor. 
memor'y, expansion slots and expansi~n cards. 
computer. chips 

• BIOS (Basic Input/Output System) - found on 
the Motherboard; allows the microprocessor 
to communicate with other parts of the 
computer; starts the computer ,.' " 

• Keyboard 

• Mouse 

,. Drive,s: ''', , 
Hard drive- large plate inside the computer.· 
where loads of data can be stored and 

'.' " 

Tanzania Dental JouriYal, Vol. I ONo.1 November 2002 
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Continuing education 

accessed quicker; has largest data storage 
capacity. 

Floppy drive - for floppy disks which are 
great t~r transporting and making back-up 
copies of info, but can.'t store as much as a 
hard disk (hard drive) or CD-ROM. 

CD-ROM drive - for CD-ROMs which look 
like music CDs and store megabytes of data 
that can be accessed just like a hard disk or 
floppy. 

Software 

. Software is another name for programs. Programs are 
instructions that tell the computer how to process data 
into the form you want. In most cases the words 
software and programs are interchangeable. 

• Operating system 
• Application.programs· 
• , Other programs., 
• The information stored on floppy'disks and 

CD-ROMs . 

Implementation of New Technology into Dental 
Practice. 

Major concern today is not whether to computerize and 
add some of the new technology into the practice, but 
how to implement and facilitate this process. 

Major areas of concern: 
A. Practice management. 

Maintaining patient records, insurance claims, tracking 
payments, marketing, etc: 

B. Recording and management of clinical data. 

Patient history, medical alerts. charting periodontal 
disease and caries, treatment planning, monitor 
treatment progress. 

C. New technological areas. 

Imaging technology using the intraoral camera and 
digital x-rays, pre and post-treatment simulation and 
robotics. 

What Is 
Upheaval 
Dentistry? 

Driving This Sudden Technological 
And How Is Technology Affecting 

The technological upheaval is due to: 

36 

• avai lability of high performance PCs. 
• Enhanced telecommunications. 
• Simple and affordable networking (easy to install 

and maintain). 
• Ability to digitize information into an electronic 

form (scanner technology). 
• increase irilnternet use 

The development and integration of these technologies 
enable the application of Informatics in the dental 
office. This allows for decision-making answers to be 
obtained from all aspects of information available 
within and outside of the dental office. It includes 
computerized data obtainable from clinical. financial 
and managerial information. 
Technology is here to stay. Computer skills will 
provide tar-reaching ,opportunities for improving all 
aspects of Dentistry. 

Networks. Shared computer resources. 

Dental Office Intrane,t 

Most dental offices have at least one computer. 
Oftices with more than one can establish a computer 
,net~ork, which is more than one computer connected 
in a way that files or computer resources can be shared. 
Traditionally, dental practice management software is 
the main purpose for the presence of this network. If 
you add software features like those lISed on the 
Internet, then this becomes yqur office Intranet. 

Concepts are emerging that merge Intranets onto the. 
Internet. This affords the benefit of using your Intranet 
from different locations. File sharing through Internet 
file storage is becoming available. and challenges th~\ 
definitions of Intranet and Internet. 
While the Internet is a collection of computers that 
share resources allover the world, your office Intranet 

. is a capable of sharing your computer resources all 
over the office. At least everywhere you place a 
computer. 

Printers 

Many different types of printing jobs are required for 
business office tasks. In addition clinical needs such as 
photographs, clinical progress notes, computer 
generated prescriptions, and periodontal charting may 
need to be printed out at times. Various printers may 
be set up to specially handle these tasks. Different 
locations in the office may be required for printing as 
well. With computer networks, all the office 
computers can have access to each of these printers. 
The trend is toward paper reduced offices, but there is 
still a place for printed forms. 

Tanzania Dental Journal, Vol. 10 No.1 November, 2002 
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Continuing education 

Your computer data files 

Computer 'networks give you an opportunity to have 
one computer act as 'a dedicated server l'or all your 
computer (not used to run programs. only to servc the 
others). or as a server ina peer-to-peer env'ironment 
(still can be used for running software), This is 
important as to share clinical information li'01n room to 
room. you need one central storage area,and master file 
that can be shared, Clinical software could' be moved 
from room to room on one computer you would loose 
the ability tar multiple users to work simultaneously, 

, and would not have network resources at your disposal. 

Central storage (hard drive) 

Clinical data, such as digital photographs and 
radiographs' can occupy a lot of storage space, 
Fortunately. in recent year hard drives (internal storage 
units) have increased greatly in capacity without an 
increase in price. Thc amount of data that can be 
stored has increased dramatically, Early home/office 
computers (circa 1986) had hard drives that stored 20 
MB of data, Today 20 US drives are common place, 
In all likelihood this trend will continue for the 
foresecahle i'uture, 
We are going to be afforded thc luxury to have central 
data storage in our office that is up to the challenge of 
meeting the needs of our e-tools, 

Internet access 

The Internet is an excellent medium lor storing and 
quickly disseminating large amounts of intormati(in on 
a global basis, Modern medicine requires a rapid 
access to information including clini('al data from 
medical records. bibliographic databases, knowledge 
bases and nomenclature databases, This is especially 
true tor university hospil<lls and medical schools 1'01' 

training as well as t()r rundamental und clinical 
research lor diagnosis and t:lerapeutic purposes, 
Therefore. the Internet with its constantly increasing 
otTers plays a more and more important role in 
scienti tic research,1> 

Previous version of the, WindO\vs operating systems 
did not allow tar the sharing or Internet access',' The 
most recent version. Windows NT 200 Prole'ssional. 
according to their website. Connects your ,home 
network or small office network to the'li,"t:erried'using ~ 
dial-up or hroadband connection, From a single 
computer. you can provide network address trahslation. 
addressing and mime' resolution services,' for all 

, . ,,! II 
computers on your small network, " 

., " :1::' 
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Electronic staff manual resembling a web site 

Creation' orelectronic staff manuals that can he viewed 
throughout the office becomes possible, This can 
created resemhling a weh site that is accessihle to all 
staff on your Intranet. Illlugine heing ahle to pull up 
clinical guidelines t()r quick n'lcrenee from anywhere 
in the office, No more old versions oj' paper t()rms 
floating 1Jround the office in out-dated lashi6n, 

Single location to back up data 

Your data is your livelihood, It is paramount to back 
up your practice management and clinical data files 
daily, These tiles may he large and tape hackup. or 
CD-R (recordable CD media) may he used, CD-R is 
helpful since the data can be read on most CD-ROM 
drives, Internal tape back up drives work nicely (and 
quickly), but if it is an intermil tape drive (installed in 
the computer) you need another unit to read the data at 
another location, When working in a paper-reduced 
practice where most clinical procedures are executed 
and recording digitally, think of the grcat security one 
has against a hazard loss such as a tire! 

Phone access from home 

There are times when you would like to be able to view 
your data from home, Patients do have after hour 
emergcncies, Imagine having a dial-in program wherc 
you could view the account or clinical history from 
homc, A computcr server and programs such as 
PCAnywhcre allow 1'01' this to occur, Note that if you 
are using telephone modem access. then viewing items 
like images and digilal radiographs may take too long 
to be practical. Your office computer network moves 
these liles quickly. but remote phone access will not. 
There is hope, 

Messaging from room to room 

Software like Winpop2000 and Winpop Plus allow 
computers in dil'terent rooms within the ol'tice to serve 
as remote communicator like devices, Not lights or 
digits, but messages can pop up on ,the screen along the 
intranet/computer network, 'Clinicai uses abound lor 
this teat lii'e , ':'" 

.. :'.J' .' ,'.'. 

Prac'tice"Management'on the 'Net, ,,',., 
. i'. 

In recent years. a wave of new technology has opened 
a 'ile~' I;ontier in dentistry that;profouildly affects the 
wa)/s:'in"which dental protess,idnals can interact with 
patients;'Unaertake chairside"routi nesl )perform cl inical 
procedtirbi;' 'and 'manage the,',business aspects ,of a 
dental 'practice. With the rapidly,expanding use of the 

: I.. I ~ •• I I . 

Tanzania Dental Journal. Vol. 10 No.1 November. 2002 
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Coniinuinge¢ucqtion, 

Internet and the World Wide Web, the perception of 
what constitutes timely and effective communication, 
has the potential. for changing dram~tically. 

Dental professionals (much in the developed world) 
can now watch clinica.1 procedures tor the tirst time.via 
live satellite transmission,. perhaps thousands ofmi I~s 
from the clinician who ·is .actually per.forming the 
procedure. This newfound etliciency requires staff to 
be computer-savvy, thus expa.nding traditional roles. as 
dental assistants, practice administrators, otlice 
managers, and front-desk" personnel. 

Now digital and wireless technologies provide new 
ways for people ,to connect with one another. For 
instance, we can read and send e-mail from any place 
in the wor.ld. It is· not uncommon for patients to give 
cellular .. or digital phone numbers, or e-mail addr,esses 
as. their :preferred methods of contact. This is 
indicative that some dental patients are adopting and 
accepting this new means of information exchange, yet 
many dental practitioners have continued to resist these 
new forms of communication. 

Ultimately, the use of digital int9rmation technologies 
will serve as the cornerstone of a successful dental 
practice. The flourishing practice or: the future will use 
digital tools to revamp the practice of dentistry. At 
least two of the currently available digital tools are 
increasingly becoming essential: a customer-oriented 
web site and a comprehensive, yet research-friendly 
database (i.e., the practice management system). 

Clinical implicatio"s: The Internet appears to support 
clinical practice mostly indirectly, by helping users 
keep up in general,. rather than by answering speci tic 
clinical questions7 

. , 

E-mail program features.and c()mpatibility 

Many e-mail programs are available for use. Microsqft 
users have Microsoft Outlook available. Netscape 
Communicator with Messenger is a Web browser and 
e-mail package. Eudora is another program available to 
send and receive e-mail. E-mail is.sent on the. Internet 
with the aid of programs like these. The online or 
Internet service provider stores e-mail whichi.~simt.to 
your e-mail address;.ul1~i.lyouus~iI .•• pr.ognuT\.to 
download for viewing. . .," ... 

Components 't~~t:,~c'~:a;I" programs may '"r·slud~':.~r~ 
'areas for e-mail .. address for 'recipients, ,el!,!ctronic 
carbon copies (Cc)",electronic blind 'c~r~()~c8P'}es 
(BC~), subject , .. line;,,:bo,<;Iy for. mail m,es~~ge!);~~\O 
insertion of el'ectronic,signature, address book (to, save 
e-mail addressesandnames).assigningp~i~~iti~~.to 
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mail, ability to send html coded text i~'the body 'of th'e 
e-mail.spellchecking.selectabletonts. tex,t alignment 
and the ability to send tile attachments:' " 

, , , 

~sing e-mail to enhance practiCe 

E-mail.canbeusedtoenhancedentalpractice.This 
can be powerful ~hen iilleg~ated into practice
man~geinent software, and as a featu're on a 'Web site, 
The potential tor task completion through 
automatically generated' tasks' such as recalilrecare 
reminders exist. Many patients tind e-mail to be a 
more convenient venue for corllacting your office. and' 
being contacted. 
Patients who are avid e-mail 'users: may appreciate 
being contacted with information about the dental 
office and staff. Traditional methods of contact such as 
newsletters can be used in sync with a Web site to otTer 
much mQre material with onli l1e support of thcse 
marketing tools. 

Issues to be considered includc the percentage of 
regular e-mail users, your patient demographics in 
terms oj' computer use, the lack ~f personal touch in 
using e-mail; etc. The future may bring new consumer 
devices with a convergence of e-mai I, pagers, cell 
phones and other wireless technologies. Convergence 
could make e-mail usage more universal in thc future. ' 

E-mail attachments, the good and the bad 

Text based e-mail messages' can be accompanied hy 
computer tile attachments. This allows for 
transmission and exchange of tiles such as data. 
images, music, sound. and video. Large Ii Ics may takc 
a lorig lime to transmit ,on conventional telephonc 
modems. 

Attachments are an opportunity tor viruses to enter 
your' computer. Wheri opened viral attachments can' 
erase tiles. destroy data and infect computers. Recent 
viruses have had a tile extension of .vbs and .eXe, Note 
that 'tiles with extensions such as .doc (word 
documents) can carry virus also (using "macros" or 
short cuts). Never open an attachl11ent from an 
unknown source: Make sure to have updated virus 
protect'ionsot'iware on your comput~r. 
, 'J' 

',: .: I. ·'l ••. 

E-ComrnunlcatlO,,' venues 

The futJi'e Iilay bring changes in"technologies such as 
telephqnY,'terevision. the Intermit and" conlputing: 
With convergerice e-mail may .betransformed into an 
e-coml11unication multi'-medi!l' 'ex'perience' with sound 
and video. 

Tanzania Den\a:I Journal, Vol. 10 No.1 Noveri1~er; 2002 
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Continuing education 

Enhanced e-mail 

E"mail is still undergoing an evolution in design and 
usability. More features are possible. Currently the 
mail is sent, resides at the recipients' mailbox on a mail 
server in a static fashion, and is picked up by the user. 
Enhancements are being pursued to make this a more 
dynamic situation, where updating and modification is 
possible. 

Usually when you receive or send an e-mail, it is 
identitied by your mail address (i.e" you@me.com). 
There are that allow users to log on and send 
anonymous e-maiL There may be a time when 
confidentially is needed (think about patient e
surveys). 

in addition to e-mail capabilities. dentists can take 
further advantage of the internet as a communication 
tool for sending patients reminders and practice news. 
Dynamic. customizable electronic newsletters are 
available via the Internet "'ith interactive linking 
capabilities that can direct patients to a variety of 
services, education, and oral health resources at 
virtually insignificant cost to the dentist when 
compared with printing and mailing patient 
newsletters8 

By bui Iding a web site for a dental practice and 
submitting information about the dental practice to 
search engines (e.g., Pubmed, Medscape. Google, 
Yahoo!, Excite, and Lycos, and the digital Yellow 
Pages, dentists can turn the Internet into a valuable 
marketing tool. 

The Internet also provides a powerful research tool. 

Dental professionals can access' a number of journals, 
periodicals. suppliers. and other sites for learning about 
case studies, sharing ideas with other dental specialists, 
and gathering basic pati~nt information. 
For patients. the Internet provides access to 
information about clinical procedures and maintaining 
oral health, adding value to the care provided by 
professionals. However, dentists need to direct 
patients to quality web sites with accurate information 
to ensure they access the appropriate educational tools. 

From a practice management standpoint, the ability to 
share patient records with other dental professionals, 
such as dental specialists and other generalists, is 
paramount Transferring patient records via e"mail to 
referral partn~rs is not ideal because of their 
viJlnerability to viruses, limited attachment size, lack of 
security and privacy even if encrypted, and because it's 
not interactive. It is more desirable to use a seciJre 
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Internet server. such as an Application Service 
Provider (ASP) which is a type of system that stores 
the information on the Internet 

Some dental schools are beginning to im;orporate using,; 
x-rays, charting, labOratory prescriptions and oth!!r" 
documents on the Internet instead of manually moving 
records from one department to another. This solution 
to enhancing efficiency is a iow"cost inv!!stment 
compared with purchasing. installing, and learning an 
entire computer system. The. transfer of tiles' and 
patient records from one office to another, or from 
offices to insurance carriers, will likely become one of 
the dental industry's most essential llses for the 
Internet The dental profession has only scratched the 
surface in terms of capitalizing on the Internet's 
possibilities. 

Digitization 

The information and communication technologies 
evaluations has given place to deep changes in 
knowledge organization, in social organization forms 
and practices and even in human cognition, mainly in 
the inner self and the identity formation. Within this 
knowledge digitalization process, society behaves like 
a decisive proponent not only in innovation but also in 
technology spread and diffusion. 

Digitalization assumes a root change in information 
treatment It allows its storage in small places or, 
what's more revolutionary, releases it of its own objects 
and material characteristics making it stay in 
geographically undetermined virtual spaces (the 
cyberspace) accessible from everywhere in the world 
in real time. 

Formerly, computer applications in the dental office 
were restricted mainly to administration and 
organization. The revo,"utionary potential of digital 
applications does not halt at other tields, however. 
Besides applications in dental therapy, computerized 
methods have entered all levels of classic dental 
diagno~is: . ac~uisition of findings, evaluation, and 
categon zatlOn. 

No science can remain outside the evolving scientitic
technical revolution, even iess the health sciences. 
However knowledge society is not formed by machines 

, but by people who are able to use them for Society'S 
welfare. And this is only achieved including 
information and communication techRologies within 
the reach of scientitic knowledge. 

All of this is designed to show us how to use advanc~d 
technology and sophisticated practice management 
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Continuing education 
.. ~ .- .. 7 ". . '.~. ..- --5 _. " . -

techniques ih' art effective manheL; A, ·great: computer 
system"worHovercomea bad de~ial 'df'fice manager 
any more than a great hand ·piecb;J1I1 make' y6u'a good 
dentist. Training and developing the people in the 
office, ' including . the detitist,rio'" 'use:; 'advanced 
technology effectively is at least'-'as im:p6rtant as·the 
hardware and:software-compoiients~ Computers'in the 
treatment rooms, frontdesklesstiess;-- the ,- paperless 
office, digital irmige's, CAD CAM,' information 
management and -'m-uct;-: more --are, all comin-g to 
dentistry. And they are·going' to come because' they 
will make -tile way we practice better. Just like the 
high-speed air turbine handpiece-changed dentistry 
forever; new dental 'computer -systems will change hbw 
we practic'e- forever. -

Some dentists will hold back and fear change or even 
resent it. Others will embrace new technology and 
grow with it. However no matter what your attitude-is 
one thing is certain: "The Future is Coming and it 
Will be Amazing" 

Conclusion 

Successful integration of [T irtdental practice will 
depend on how well dentists leverage computer 
technology with their profession, Scheduling, 
consultations, and patient records are moving to the 
Internet. However, finding the time and resources to 
take full advantage- of these powerful new tools 
remains a serious lS-SUt. 1o . 

Although electronic media are likely to play an 
increasingly important role, a cl inician's ski lis, 
knowledge and ability to communicate with patients 

40 

will remain the keys to successful ,practice- for lthe 
foreseeable future. II 

:" 
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